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The classical view of the space of protein structures is that it is
populated by a discrete set of protein folds. For proteins up to 200
residues long, by using structural alignments and building upon
ideas of the completeness and continuity of structure space, we
show that nearly any structure is significantly related to any other
using a transitive set of no more than 7 intermediate structurally
related proteins. This result holds for all structures in the Protein
Data Bank, even when structural relationships between evolution-
ary related proteins (as detected by threading or functional anal-
yses) are excluded. A similar picture holds for an artificial library of
compact, hydrogen-bonded, homopolypeptide structures. The 3
sets share the global connectivity features of random graphs, in
which the local connectivity of each node (i.e., the number of
neighboring structures per protein) is preserved. This high connec-
tivity supports the continuous view of single-domain protein
structure space. More importantly, these results do not depend on
evolution, rather just on the physics of protein structures. The fact
that evolutionary divergence need not be invoked to explain the
continuous nature of protein structure space has implications for
how the universe of protein structures might have originated, and
how function should be transferred between proteins of similar
structure.
completeness of fold space  connectivity of protein structure space 
graph representation of protein structural relationships 
evolution of protein folds  protein structure alignments
Traditionally, on the basis of all-against-all structure compar-isons of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (1), for single-domain
proteins, protein structure space is viewed as a discrete collec-
tion of folds (2–4), wherein a fold is defined as a particular
spatial arrangement of -helical and/or -sheet secondary struc-
tures (5). This forms the basis of the Structural Classification of
Proteins (SCOP) (6) and Class/Architecture/Topology//
Homologous superfamily (CATH) (2) structural databases.
SCOP aims to provide the structural and evolutionary relation-
ships between proteins with a classification protocol that
strongly exploits evolutionary relationships. CATH is more
structure-based and proceeds from secondary structure class to
architecture to topology to homologous superfamilies (5). In
CATH, structural alignments are done by using the sequential
structure alignment program (7), a powerful approach for
identifying highly significant relationships between structures
but one that encounters difficulty in detecting more subtle
structural similarities. Thus, it will implicitly enforce a more
discretized picture of protein structure space.
In practice, such idealized classifications encounter many
problems, including their ambiguity, often manifest in the dif-
ficulty that automated fold assignment approaches have in
classifying 2 subtly different folds. In the extreme, if protein
structure space were truly disjoint, this would imply that the
library of contemporary folds evolved independently, as there
would be no connecting bridges between different folds. Alter-
natively, analogous protein folds can emerge by subtle rearrange-
ments of the protein core (8). This could provide an underlying
mechanism for the Big Bang theory of protein folds (9, 10).
Early support for the continuity of protein structure space at
least for approximately 130-residue-long substructures that
transgress fold type came from Shindyalov and Bourne (11).
Similarly, Harrison et al. concluded that fold space is a contin-
uum for some topology types in the  or / secondary structure
class (12). Yang and Honig (13) also detected structural simi-
larities between different folds in SCOP (14). Consistent with
these ideas, recent protein structure comparison studies suggest
the alternative view that protein structure space is continuous, in
the sense that ‘‘there are meaningful structural relationships
between proteins that are classified very differently’’ (15), with
many structural intermediates (16). However, protein structure
space could be piece-wise continuous, with the space of -
helical, -proteins, and / proteins disjoint from each other.
This view is supported by the work of Kim et al., who found that
protein structures associated with each type of secondary struc-
ture emerge from a common center (4), with sparse intervening
regions that possibly arise because certain folds are unstable.
Alternatively, this sparseness could arise because of the insen-
sitivity of the structure comparison algorithms used (4) or
because the library of solved structures is not yet complete.
To compare a pair of protein structures, a structural alignment
is done to identify their ‘‘optimal’’ structural similarity. In
practice, structure alignment algorithms employ different struc-
ture similarity metrics and approaches to identify this ‘‘best’’
structural alignment (17–23). Especially when 2 proteins have
subtle structural similarities, different comparison metrics will
capture different structural features (24). One widely used
structure comparison metric is the TM-score whose range is 0–1,
with 1.0 indicating structurally identical proteins (25). The
average TM-score of the best structural alignment between
randomly related structures is 0.30, with a SD of 0.01 (16). The
TM-score offers the advantage that, unlike many other metrics
(26), the statistical significance of an alignment for a given
TM-score is protein length-independent and no rigid distance
cutoffs are introduced so that more subtle structural similarities
can be detected. The TM-align structure alignment algorithm
(25, 27), used later in this article, uses the TM-score, but any
sensitive structural alignment algorithm could be used in the
analysis that follows.
The continuity of fold space does not require that the library
of solved protein structures in the current PDB be complete. Is
there a limited, but large repertoire of single-domain topologies
such that, at some point, the likelihood of discovering a new
protein structure would be minimal? Or is protein fold space
essentially infinite? Kihara and Skolnick (28) demonstrated for
single-domain proteins that the PDB is likely already complete;
however, this conclusion is not true for multi-domain proteins or
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multimeric protein structures. More recently, it was shown that,
by analyzing randomly generated 100- and 200-residue compact
conformations of generic homopolypeptides in simplified and
all-atom protein models, all have similar folds in the PDB, and
conversely, all compact, single-domain protein structures in the
PDB have structural matches to the set of compact ho-
mopolypeptide structures (16). Thus, both sets are quite likely
complete, with the protein fold universe arising from compact
conformations of hydrogen-bonded, secondary structures. As
side chains are represented by Cs in both protein models, these
results suggest that the observed protein folds are insensitive to
chain packing details. Sequence specificity enters in fine-tuning
the structure and stabilizing a given fold with respect to alter-
natives.
In this article, we further explore the issues of the continuity
and completeness of protein fold space. We adopt and extend the
view of continuity described by Kolodny et al. (15), according to
which one can ‘‘navigate’’ fold space to link 2 arbitrarily selected
structures, following a path of statistically significant similar
structures. We show for proteins up to 200 residues long that
nearly any protein structure can be related to any other protein
structure using a transitive set of no more than 7 intermediate
structurally related proteins. Thus, protein structure space is
almost completely connected; viz. when fold space is conceived
as a graph, a giant sub-graph exists wherein every protein pair
is structurally connected. Although one cause of the connectivity
and continuity of fold space is the process of fold evolution (9,
29), we show that this condition is not necessary by excluding
structural relationships between proteins that have an evolu-
tionary relationship as identified by threading and/or that share
a common fold/function. More importantly, we show that the
library of randomly generated, compact hydrogen bonded, ho-
mopolypeptide structures whose secondary structures match
those in the PDB is also extremely connected. As the latter set
of proteins have no evolutionary relationship whatsoever, this
implies that the continuity of fold space is a fundamental
property of protein structures and protein physics, which is then
exploited during the course of protein evolution.
Results
Structural Relationships in the PDB. All-against-all structural align-
ments of compact proteins containing 40 to 300 residues that
cover the PDB at no greater than 35% pair-wise sequence
identity—the PDB300 set—were done. We consider here the
PDB300holo subset of proteins whose functions are either known
or can confidently be predicted, so as to be able to exclude
proteins with apparent functional relationships from the analysis
(30). Proteins 200 to 300 residues long can act as bridges between
proteins no greater than 200 residues long—PDB200holo—but
their exclusion leaves the results essentially unchanged. To
compare a pair of protein structures, a structural alignment is
done to identify their ‘‘closest’’ structural similarity as assessed
by a structure comparison metric. We define the template as the
structure of the protein being aligned to the protein structure of
interest, the target. We use the TM-score to compare structures
(25); any protein pair with a TM-score greater than 0.40 is
structurally related [e.g., Fig. 1A; 1gnyA (template)31ekrA
(target)].
At a finer-grained level, what happens when a helical protein
is aligned to a -protein? As in Fig. 1B, when a single helix is
aligned to a -strand, the -strand aligns parallel to the principal
axis of the helix, with half the helical residues omitted on
average. As geometric objects, the aligned coordinates will be
quite close in space. In this manner, the spatial proximity of
secondary structural elements is maintained even when proteins
of different secondary structure class are aligned. Because the
TM-score depends on the number of aligned residues and half
the helical residues are unaligned whereas all -strand residues
are aligned, for the single helix and -strand considered here, the
TM-score (helix3)  0.5 TM-score (3helix). This effect
introduces a subtle secondary structure dependence of the
connectivity of protein space, with the set of helical proteins
being most highly connected, followed by -proteins, followed by
mixed / proteins (see Discussion).
A further illustration as to how one can connect 2 apparently
disparate protein structures of different secondary structure
types is shown in Fig. 1A, in which we link the structure of the
-protein 1gynA to the helical protein 101m [TM-
score(1gnyA3101m)  0.31] via an intermediate mixed  and
 containing protein structure: 1gynA31ekrA3101m. The
TM-score (1gynA31ekrA) is 0.43 and that of 1ekrA3101m is
0.41. Among other features, this gives the partly unaligned gray
helix in 101m (Fig. 1A Upper Right). There are a sufficient
number of aligned residues so that the 2 proteins (1ekrA and
101m) bear a significant structural relationship to each other.
Thus, we have a transitive walk in structure space from a - to
a helical protein.
For template protein B aligned to target protein A, if the
TM-score(B3A)  d, then template B is a first neighbor of
target protein A in structure space, at a TM-score cutoff d. If
target and template structures A and B, and B and C, but not A
and C, satisfy this criterion, then C is a second neighbor of A,
with a transitive relationship C3B3A. More generally, tem-
plate X is a kth neighbor of target Y if the length of the shortest
path from X to Y is k. In Fig. 2A, the mean fraction of proteins,
fk, in PDB200holo that are no more than k  first, second, fourth,
eighth, 16th, and 32nd neighbors to another protein are shown
versus d. The converged value of fk(k3 ) is fmax. As shown in









Fig. 1. (A) Structural relationship between an all -protein template (pdbid:
1gnyA) and an all -protein target (pdbid: 101m) obtained through transitive
alignments involving one  intermediate protein (pdbid:1ekrA). Gray rep-
resents unaligned regions; Yellow represents aligned region in 1gnyA; green
represents aligned region in 1ekrA; Red represents aligned region in 101m.
The TM-score(1gnyA3101m) is 0.31, the TM-score(1gnyA31ekrA) is 0.43, and
the TM-score(1ekrA3101m) is 0.41. The structural alignment between the
template 1ekrA and the target 101m shows a -strand from 1ekrA aligned to
an -helix from 101m (aligned secondary structural elements, Right). (B)
Structural alignment of a -strand to an -helix.



























































all proteins are no more than eighth structural neighbors. In fact,
fk4  83.2%, indicating that the majority of proteins are just
fourth structural neighbors at most.
From Fig. 2B, the fraction of proteins in the largest strongly
connected component [LSCC; the largest sub-graph of a di-
rected graph, where a path exists from every vertex in the
sub-graph to every other vertex in the sub-graph, i.e., every pair
of vertices is connected in both directions; see supporting
information (SI) Fig. S1], is S  0.986. Here, the LSCC at a given
kth cutoff includes the largest subset of proteins such that every
possible pair of proteins in the subset are no more than kth
neighbors to each other, with k  0. Thus, for k  1, the LSCC
comprises the maximal subset of proteins where the TM-
score(A3B)  d and the TM-score(B3A)  d for every pair
of proteins A and B that are members of the subset (i.e., the
largest clique in the corresponding digraph). This figure clearly
shows that protein structure space is almost completely con-
nected (i.e., most proteins belong to the LSCC) and is continuous
(15) in that one can link 2 arbitrarily selected structures,
following a path of statistically significant similar structures. The
results are very close to what happens when random digraphs
with the same distribution of first neighbors are generated (Fig.
2B, thin line; S  0.992).
At the transition midpoint of fmax, d  0.49, and the strongly
connected members are no more than 32nd neighbors, with a
significant fraction of structure pairs (0.44) 16th neighbors. As
protein structures are highly similar at this TM-score threshold
(their structural alignment Z-score is 19), this further reinforces
the conclusion that protein structure space is globally continuous
and highly inter-linked. However, as d increases further, we recover
the traditional discrete view of protein structure space (31).
Similar results are shown in Fig. S2. When the full PDB300
structures up to 300 residues is used, at d  0.4, then fmax  0.95
and the transition midpoint moves to d  0.515. Thus, the results
are remarkably insensitive to protein length or the size of the
database used, with the transition midpoint occurring at a d well
above the regime where statistically significant structural simi-
larities are found.
Fig. 3 shows the length distribution of proteins in PDB200holo
not belonging to the LSCC; these proteins are either very small
or very large. Because the TM-score is not commutative, there
are large proteins aligned to the smallest proteins, but it takes at
least second neighbors of intermediate length for a small protein
to be aligned to a large protein. In practice, a tiny subset of the
smallest proteins are not acceptable templates for the largest
proteins. Moreover, just because of their size, some large
proteins fail to have a sufficient number of neighbors to belong
to the LSCC. They are effective templates for the smaller
proteins, but do not have many structures aligned to them with
a TM-score  d. As the strongly connected component requires
reciprocity, they are excluded. Which protein folds that are not
part of the LSCC is somewhat anecdotal; when the entire
PDB300 is used, all proteins excluded from the LSCC for
PDB200holo become part of the LSCC.
In Fig. 2C, for PDB200x, i.e., PDB200holo where functional
relationships as detected by threading (32) and FINDSITE (30)
are excluded, we plot the fraction of proteins that are no more
than k  first, second, fourth, 16th, and 32nd neighbors as a
function of the TM-score cutoff d. The goal here is to remove
kth















































Fig. 2. Mean fraction of proteins in PDB200holo (A), PDB200x (C), and the homopolypeptide library (E) that are no more than kth neighbors ( fk), whose first
neighbors have a TM-score  d. Relative size of the LSCC in PDB200holo (B), PDB200x (D), and the homopolypeptide library (F), as a function of the kth neighbor
cutoff, at d  0.40. The thick line with diamonds corresponds to the values in the original set; the thin line indicates the median values obtained from 2,000
randomly generated digraphs with the same number of nodes and first-order local connectivity per node as in the original set (error bars indicate the minimum
and maximum values from the 2,000 random graphs).














Fig. 3. Length distribution of proteins not belonging to the LSCC at d  0.40
relative to all proteins in the PDB200holo set, the PDB200x set, and the ho-
mopolypeptide library. Relative abundance is the fraction of the total number
of proteins excluded from the LSCC that fall in a given interval of protein
length divided by the fraction of the total number of proteins in the set in the
same protein length interval.




































evolutionary relationships between proteins so that, as far as is
practical, the underlying structural relationships are explored. At
d  0.4, fk8  fmax  0.947, with approximately 74% of proteins
no more than fourth neighbors ( fk4  0.737). The transition
midpoint shifts to a TM-score of 0.47 from 0.49 for PDB200holo.
Fig. 2D shows for PDB200x (thick line), at d  0.40, the fraction
of proteins in the LSCC as a function of the kth neighbor cutoff.
For k  8, S  0.947, i.e., a rather minor diminution in the size
of the LSCC compared with PDB200holo. The thin line shows the
random digraph results given the same distribution of first
neighbors for each protein as in PDB200x. Again, the asymptotic
behavior is essentially indistinguishable from a random digraph
(S  0.965). However, real protein structures see the entire
subspace at a larger number of neighbors than for the corre-
sponding randomly generated graph; this is a result of a protein
length effect that is entirely ignored in the random digraph. As
in PDB200holo, those proteins excluded from the LSCC lie at the
extremes of protein size; see Fig. 3. Thus, even when we try our
best to remove evolutionary relationships between proteins,
protein structure space is still almost completely connected.
We then considered the subset of PDB200x comprised only of
proteins of identical secondary structure class. Interestingly, for
structurally significant alignments among the 229 helical pro-
teins, at d  0.4, S is 0.952, while f1 is 0.172. For structural
alignments among the 209 purely -proteins, at d  0.4, S is
0.874, while f1 is 0.174. Finally, for structural alignments among
the 388 mixed motif proteins, at d  0.4, S is 0.895, while f1 is
0.087. The lower f1 for  proteins reflects the TM-score
reduction effect discussed earlier, when helices are aligned to
-strands, resulting in a smaller average number of neighbor
structures. Nevertheless, in all 3 cases, the majority of structures
within a given class belong to the LSCC. The fact that S is
considerably larger for helical proteins than -proteins reflects
the fact that helices are longer than strands, so the average
number of secondary structural elements in a helical protein of
a given length is less than for -proteins. Thus, the space of
helical structures is effectively more compact (33). Interestingly,
the distributions of the length of the shortest path k, linking
protein pairs of identical secondary structure class are remark-
ably similar to those for protein pairs of different secondary
structure classes (Fig. S3), indicating that if k would be used as
a metric of protein similarity, protein structure space would be
less segregated by secondary structure class than previously
reported (4).
Structure Space of Compact, Sticky Homopolypeptides. Despite our
best efforts in PDB200x to remove evolutionary relationships
among proteins to expose the purely structural characteristics of
protein fold space, we still cannot guarantee that all such
relationships have been excised. Previously, by examining the
relationship between a randomly generated set of compact
sticky, hydrogen-bonded homopolypeptides and real proteins,
we demonstrated that all such structures were in the PDB and
that the converse was also true (16). This suggested that the PDB
is likely complete and that the completeness arises from the
packing of hydrogen-bonded, compact arrangements of second-
ary structural elements, and nothing more. Here, in a similar
spirit, for a set of polyvaline homopolypeptides, each with the
same secondary structure assignment per amino acid position as
one of the members of PDB300holo, we further explore the nature
of the structure space of the library of folds generated by
TASSER in the ab initio limit (33).
A number of interesting results were found. Using the original
hydrogen bond scheme of TASSER (33), for -sheet-containing
proteins, protein structure space was not highly connected. We
did find that, for the subspace of helical proteins, at d  0.4, all
helical protein structures are no more than eighth neighbors and
the subspace of helical structures is almost completely con-
nected. Examination of -strand containing proteins above
approximately 100 residues revealed that they failed to form
hydrogen-bonded sheets, an effect exacerbated with increasing
length. This is an echo of our previous work (16), where we
showed that, if the hydrogen bonding is turned off, most
generated compact structures are not in the PDB. Thus, we
concluded that hydrogen bonding is necessary to generate
protein-like structures. Without well formed -sheets, there are
many more geometric arrangements of the strands, and as a
consequence, the resulting structure space is not so well connected.
Using the improved hydrogen bond scheme described in
Methods (Fig. 2E), for the homopolypeptide structures, we plot
fk as a function of d. The transition midpoint is at d  0.435.
When d  0.40, fmax is 0.888 and S is 0.887. As in the case of real
proteins, the space of homopolypeptide structures is extremely
connected. Consistent with Fig. 2E, at d  0.4, Fig. 2F shows that
all members of the LSCC are no more than eighth structural
neighbors. Interestingly, the random digraph with the same
distribution of first neighbors for each node has a somewhat
larger size of the LSCC (S  0.946).
Focusing on the subset of helical proteins, we find that at d 
0.40 nearly every protein is no more than an eighth neighbor,
with f1 equal to 0.18 (essentially, the same as in PDB200x), and
S equal to 0.991. The transition midpoint occurs at d  0.49. In
contrast, for the structural subspace comprised only of -pro-
teins, at d  0.40, f1 is 0.019 and S is 0.518, with all proteins in
the LSCC no more than 16th neighbors. For the structural
subspace of  proteins, at d  0.40, f1 is 0.011 and S is 0.404,
again with all proteins in the LSCC no more than 16th neighbors.
The qualitative trends are the same as in PDB200x, but the
nonhelical structural subspaces are more diffuse in the ho-
mopolypeptide library.
The most striking difference between the homopolypeptide
structural library and the real PDB wherein detectible evolu-
tionary relationships are excluded is in the size of the LSCC. This
is a consequence of the difference in the average fraction of
structures that are first neighbors, with an f1 of 0.024 compared
with 0.051 for real proteins. Note that, for the homopolypeptide
structure library, if we consider the top 2 and 5 clusters for each
pattern of secondary structure, f1 values are 0.027 and 0.025,
respectively. Thus, f1 is quite insensitive to the size of the
homopolypeptide structural library. To reproduce the qualita-
tive behavior of the size of the LSCC in real PDB structures, we
need to include the top 8 clusters per secondary structure
arrangement; that is, the structure space covered by the ho-
mopolypeptide library is less connected than that of PDB200x.
If we randomly delete connections in PDB200x so that f1 is
0.024 as in the homopolypeptide structural library, then the size
of the LSCC is S  0.881 at d  0.4, i.e., essentially the same as
in the homopolypeptide library, where S is 0.887 at d  0.4. In
other words, for the size of the LSCC, the real PDB200holo set
excluding detectible functional relationships, i.e., PDB200x, be-
haves the same as the homopolypeptide structure library. The
size of the LSCC is also comparable for the random digraphs that
preserve the first-order local connectivity, with S  0.965 for the
random digraphs corresponding to the first neighbor depleted
PDB200x and S  0.946 for random digraphs corresponding to
the homopolypeptide library. That is, the continuity of protein
structure space is largely a generic property of randomly con-
nected nodes that reflects the intrinsic structural similarities of
proteins.
Discussion
This study builds on previous work that strongly suggested that
the library of folds of compact single-domain proteins found in
the PDB is already likely complete and that the set of protein
structures arises from the packing of compact, hydrogen-bonded
secondary structural elements (16). This does not require that



























































protein structure space be continuous in the sense defined by
Kolodny et al. (15), which is unrelated to the mathematical
concept of graph continuity, nor that it be highly connected (e.g.,
if the LSCC were small in the real PDB library, then the set of
randomly generated homopolypeptide structures corresponding
to them would also have a very small LSCC). Here, we further
argue that protein structure space is nearly completely con-
nected, whereby essentially all protein structures can be linked
from an arbitrary starting structure using a transitive set of 7
structurally related neighbors or less. The fact that protein
structure space is almost completely connected suggests a means
by which the observed universe of protein folds as generated by
evolution (9, 10) could have arisen. During evolution, sequences
that adopt any arbitrary fold that is at least marginally stable can
give rise to sequences whose structures eventually filled all of
fold space. Our homopolypeptide structure library results sug-
gest that there are many ways that this could happen, and nature
took advantage of at least one scenario.
Further support for the view that the high connectivity of fold
space is an intrinsic structural property of proteins emerges from
the fact that the size of the LSCC of real single-domain proteins
in the PDB and the homopolypeptide structure library are quite
consistent with the properties of a random directed graph (whose
nodes represent structures) with the same number of nodes and
first neighbors per node. The major difference between the space
of real protein structures and homopolypeptide structures is that,
in the latter, there are fewer first neighbors, the number of which
is essential for dictating the size of the LSCC. Whether this
reflects the residual influence of evolution or is caused by
inadequacies in the potential used to fold the homopolypeptides
is uncertain at this time.
Our results further emphasize the importance of hydrogen
bonding. In an earlier report (16), we showed that, if hydrogen
bonding were removed, the library of compact homopolypeptide
structures do not resemble PDB structures. Rather, the average
TM-score of the closest related homopolypeptide structure
corresponds to the mean value of the best structural alignment
of a pair of randomly related structures. Here, we show that it is
the inclusion of a reasonable H-bond scheme that restricts the
conformational space of the compact homopolypeptides so that
their structural space has a large LSCC. In other words, hydro-
gen bonding acts at the level of individual protein structures as
well as dictating the size and connectivity of the structural space
of single domain proteins. Thus, the ability to reproduce the
features of the structure space of real proteins can be another
design criterion used to optimize the hydrogen bond potential
used to fold proteins.
This work augments and supports the idea that fold space is
discrete at high structural similarity and continuous at lower but
still significant structural similarity (31). Moreover, we show that
most protein pairs are separated by just 3 structural neighbors or
less, irrespective of their secondary structure class. There are
other biological ramifications of this study as well. Considerable
effort has been expended over the years in the development of
fold classification schemes that study the interrelationships of
protein structures, not only because they might provide func-
tional insights but also because they are of fundamental interest
(5, 34). The fact that one need not invoke evolution to explain
the structural interrelationships of almost all protein structures
provides potentially important insights into how structure space
is globally organized. Furthermore, because such interrelation-
ships arise in the homopolypeptide library, wherein proteins with
similar structures are not evolutionary related, care must be
exercised in transferring function on the basis of structural
similarity alone, without additional local structure and sequence-
based filters. Thus, this analysis provides a foundation for the
study of the interplay of evolution and protein physics on the
nature of protein structure space.
Methods
The PDB300 Set. The PDB300 set is a representative set of 5,906 compact PDB
proteins with pair-wise sequence identity no greater than 35% and containing
between 40 and 300 residues; many are in a ligand-free state. As our goal is to
understand their underlying structural relationships, we wish to remove all
detectible evolutionary relations between protein pairs. We therefore con-
structed the subset of PDB300, in a procedure detailed later, for which we had
observed/predicted binding sites and associated binding ligands, the
PDB300holo set comprised of 1,932 proteins. The subset of 1,186 proteins
whose length is no greater than 200 residues is the PDB200holo set.
Detection of Distant Evolutionary Relationships Among Proteins. For a given
protein in PDB300holo, we thread against the entire structural template library
using PROSPECTOR3.5 (32) and exclude structural relationships between all
protein partners whose z-score is 4 or higher. As PROSPECTOR3.5 is driven by
a strong sequence profile component, it can detect distant evolutionary
relationships among proteins. To detect even more evolutionary distant pairs
of proteins, we examined proteins of similar structure that share at least one
common binding site and which are predicted to bind a correlated set of
ligands using FINDSITE (30). The set of structural relationships after these
exclusions is the PDB300x set. PDB200x is defined analogously from PDB200holo.
Additional details are in the SI Appendix.
TM-Score and the Structural Alignment Program TM-Align. The TM-score be-
tween the structure of template protein B with respect to target protein A, of









d0NA  1.24NA  151/3  1.8 [1b]
where Nalign is the number of aligned residues, di is the distance between the
ith pair of aligned residues (1  i  Nalign) and do(NA) is the average distance
between a pair of residues in a randomly related structure pair (25). For
unequal-length protein pairs, from Eq. 1a, TM-score(B3A) TM-score(A3B),
i.e., the TM-score is non-symmetric. To perform structural alignments, we
employ an improved version of TM-align, fr-TM-align (27).
Calculation of kth Neighbors in Protein Structure Space. For a given TM-score
value of the structural similarity cutoff d, the mean fraction of structures that
are kth neighbors, fk, and the fraction of proteins that are part of the LSCC, S,
are calculated using a standard-depth first algorithm from graph theory (35).
The implementation details are in the SI Appendix.
Random Directed Digraphs. We represent the network of structural relation-
ships between protein pairs as a 2-colored directed graph or digraph, whose
nodes are protein structures and whose edges have a direction. The number of
templateproteinsalignedtoprotein i is the in-degreeandthenumberofproteins
that protein i is aligned to is the out-degree of i. Each node can have one of 2
possible colors that correspond to small proteins (up to 200 residues) or large
proteins (200–300 residues) that act as structural bridges. Random digraphs are
generated by a procedure described in the SI Text that conserves the number of
nodes, their colors, and first-order local connectivity. Fig. S1 illustrates how we
represent structural relationships between proteins in a graph.
Polyvaline Simulations. For each protein in the PDB300holo library, we extract
its secondary structure (helix, strand, and coil) and transfer this bias to a
polyvaline sequence of the same length. For helices, we use the highly accu-
rate helix extraction subroutine in TM-align (25). For strands, we use the
high-accuracy strand assignment algorithm our group described earlier (36).
Residues assigned as helices are unchanged during the simulation, whereas
strands and loops/turns experience a conformational bias and can dissolve and
reform simulation. Folding is done using the ab initio version of TASSER (33),
with modifications to the hydrogen bond potential described in the SI Text.
The resulting structures are clustered and the structural properties of the
space comprised of the top 8 clusters per secondary structure arrangement in
PDB300holo are reported.
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